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High voltage squarepulsegenerators,with fall times of 1 ,G and4.5ns havebeenfabricatedfor the
measurementof electro-optic Kerr relaxation studies in macromolecules.These have been
fabricated with a pulse forming network in the Blumlein line configuration with discrete
components.The switching is brought about by high voltage spark gaps, insteadof the thyratrons
and silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs),which have voltage limitations. The performanceof these
pulsegeneratorsare found to be consistentand stable,without any changein the pulseshapeeven
at very high voltages and repetition rates.The Kerr constantsand relaxationtimes measuredwith
thesepulse generatorsfor the liquid crystal p-(methoxybenzelidene)-p-butylaniline(MBBA) at its
nematicto isotropic phasetransitiontemperature(43.5 “C) arefound to be in very good agreement
with the reported values obtained from the optical Kerr effect investigationsusing high power
Q-switchedsolid statelasers.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electro-optic Kerr effect’ is a third order nonlinear
processproducedwhen very high electric fields are applied
to an optically isotropic material. The material becomesanisotropic under the action of the field and hence becomes
birefringent.This effect is molecularor dipolar in origin, and
is primarily due to the interaction of the applied field with
the permanentdipole moment and/orthe anisotropyof polarizability of the molecules.The decayof this inducedbirefringenceupon the instantaneousremoval of the orienting field
gives a measureof the relaxation time. In order to measure
this relaxation time a squarepulse with a fast decay is applied to the medium to induce birefringence.
The transientKerr effect is being widely usedin the field
of macromolecules like colloidal suspensions,2.3
biomolecules,4-6polymers,7etc. for the determinationof orientationrelaxation times, rotational diffusion constants,and
molecularstructureparameters.
The Kerr constantof someliquid crystalsarefound to be
exceptionally large just above their nematic to isotropic
phasetransitiontemperature‘Z’,, with slow relaxationtimes.a
This is basically due to the pretransitionalbehavior of the
material. The Kerr constant and relaxation time measurements provide a stringent test on the Landau-de Gennes’e
phasetransition model for liquid crystals. From thesemeasurementsone can obtain a large number of characteristic
material parameters like, the fictitious second order
isotropic-nematictransition temperature(T*), the temperature dependentviscosity coefficient (v), the phenomenological constantsin the Landauseriesexpansionof free energy,
etc. Theseare very important parametersfor characterizinga
liquid crystal molecule.The decayof birefringenceis an exponentialfunction of time and is given as
An=An”

(1)

exp( --t/r).

An and An, are the birefringenceat any time t and at t =O,
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respectively.+ris the electro-opticKerr relaxationtime. The
induced birefringenceAn is a quadratic function of the applied field
(2)

An=BXE’.

is the applied electric field strength, A is the probe wavelength, B is the electro-opticKerr constant.
The descriptionof the experimentalsetupto measurethe
induced birefringenceand the electro-optic Kerr relaxation
time is as follows.

E

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1 shows the schematicof the experimentalsetup
usedto measureB and 7. Optical signalsof the order of 1 ns
duration could be detectedusing a photodiode(MRD-510,
Motorola) acrossa load of 50 R. The Kerr signalsfrom the
Photodiode are acquired by a digital storage oscilloscope
(DSQ) (Tek 2440) with 350 MHz bandwidth.The signalsare
then transferredto an AT 386 PC for further analysis. The
high voltage squarepulsesare acquiredon the DSO through
a 1:iOOOhigh voltage probe (Tektronix P6015) simultaneously along with the Kerr signals. The magnitudeof the
phasedifferenceproducedby the field (E) is
S/2 = ( n-1lX)

and An = rrlBE’,

(3)
where 1 is the effective path length of the probebeamin the
electric field. Scan be determinedfrom the experimentusing
the relation”
Z=Z,, sin’(S/2),

(41
whereI,, is the maximum intensity of the probebeamwhen
the polarizer and the analyzerare kept parallel and I is the
maximum intensity of light passingthrough the medium under the influenceof the electric field when the polarizer and
the analyzer are kept crossedand making an angle of 45”
with respectto the direction of the applied electric field.
The detailsof the fabricationof the pulsegeneratorsand
their application in the measurementof Kerr constantsand
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pulse shaping network. Discrete componentslike capacitors

and inductors are also being used instead of a transmission
line shown to produce’39’4the sameresults.
A. Layout of a Blumlein

n

The Blumlein network as shown in Fig. 2(b), consistsof
two line sections of equal length and equal impedanceZ,
with a load resistanceR,=2Z,. The line is chargedup to a
voltage V,. When the switch S is closed, a wave starts at S
and travels along SA. After the transmissiontime t,, a second wave is excited at B which travels along BD. Both
waves are reflected at the inhomogeneitiesof the line. The
potential difference between A and B prduced by these
waves appearsas a squarepulse which has an amplitude V,
and duration 2t,.
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FIG. 1. Experimentalsetupfor Kerr effectstudies.

crystal
Kerr relaxation times in the liquid
p-(methoxybenzelidene)~p-butylaniline(MBBA) at its phase
transition temperatureare discussed in the following sections.

III. PRlNClPLE OF OPERATION AND FABRICATION
OF THE PULSE GENERATOR

Usually a low impedancedelay line which is either continuous or discrete,with thyratronsor silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs) as high voltage (HV) switches are used for
pulse generatorsin the studiesof transient Kerr effect.” The
dischargeof a transmissionline or a delay line into its characteristic load producesa squarepulse. But the voltage at the
load is only half the charging voltage of the capacitors.Figure 2(a) illustrates the circuit of a single transmission line.
By using two transmission lines instead of one in a Blumlein

configuration as shown in Fig. 2(b), squarepulseswith voltagesequal to the chargingvoltage of the capacitorscould be
produced. The Blumlein line configuration also acts as a

Glasoe and Lebacqz” have done extensive theoretical
calculations for these pulse forming networks for various
pulse shapes.The results of such theoretical analysis for a
squarepulse producedwith a pulse forming network with a
Blumlein line configuration are presentedbelow.
The Blumlein line consists of two sections, each of
which comprisesn symmetrical I” elements,with an inductanceL in seriesand a capacitanceC in parallel.
The transition time along one section of the line is
to=n(Lc)“*.

(5)

The pulse duration is
T=2t,=2n(LC)?

I

R

(6)

The line impedanceZ, is
z(J= (LIC)l’2.

(7)

The load resistanceto be usedto get a perfect squarepulseis
R,=2(Zo)=2(LIC)‘?

(8)

The pulse rise time 7 is
7= 7r(LC)“2/4.

(a)
“0 e

B. Theory of a Blumlein

(9)

The inductanceand the capacitanceare then determinedby
the relations

20
26

RL

nC= T/R,

and L=TR,I(4n).

00)

For a pulse of a particular rise, fall, and width, the values of
n, C, andL are calculatedapproximatelyand are usedin the
circuit.

(b)

vo=-iil++

C. Fabrication
r
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FIG. 2. (a) ‘Qpical singletransmissionline. (b) ‘No transmissionlines in
Blumleinconfiguration.

The Blumlein line consisting of L and C in the T configuration is shown in Fig. 3. A load resistanceR, which
matcheswith the line impedancein order to produce a perfect squarepulse, is connectedin betweenthe two sectionsof
the line. The Kerr cell is connectedacrossthe load R, . A dc
high voltage power supply (O-25 kV) is connectedto one
section of the line, through a current limiting resistor R (1
Ma). A high voltage spark gap hasbeen usedas a switching
element.The pulse voltage is limited only by the power sup-
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FIG. 3. Discrete transmission line in the Blumlein configuration.
TIME IN MICRO SECONDS
ply usedin the circuit but not by the switching elementun- (a)
like the circuits with thyratronsor SCRsthat havehigh voltage limitations. The capacitors are made of glass epoxy
sheetswith coppercladdingson both sides.The value of the
capacitorscan be monitored by the areaof the sheets.The
inductors used are hand wound using an insulated copper
wire of 1 mm thickness.Thesecapacitorsand inductorscan
alsowithstandvoltagesas high as 40 kV. The sparkgap was
either self triggeredor externally triggered.External triggering was operatedwith a HV trigger pulse generatorwhich
also forms part of the setup.
ELECTRICEL
PULSE
In the caseof a microsecondpulse generatorsix setsof
1.5 nF capacitorsand 65 ,uH inductors are used in the 7’
configurationin the circuit shown in Fig, 3. Each sectionof
the Blumlein consists of three T elements with a load
R, =450 n in between.Stable pulseswith 1 ys rise and fall
and 1.6 w flattop have been obtained.The samecircuit is
also usedfor the nanosecondpulse generatorwith 16 setsof
70 pF capacitorsand 1.5 ,uH inductors. Each sectionof the
Blumlein consistsof eight T elementswith a loadRI =300 Sz
l?ME IN NAN0 SECONDS
in between.The squarepulsesobtainedare stablewith 45 ns
04
rise and fall and 150 ns flattop.
FIG. 4. (a) Kerr signal in MBBA induced by a microsecond pulse. (b) Kerr
The pulses obtained with the pulse generatorand the signal in MBBA induced by a nanosecond pulse.
correspondingKerr signals are shown in the Fig. 4. It is
found that there is a small deviation in the pulse character- (4) highly consistentand stable pulses with absolutely no
istics from the one calculatedfor a homogeneoustransmischangein pulse shapeseven at high voltages and high
sion line. A slight ringing is also presentin the beginningof
repetition rates,and
the pulse. Theseare due to the lossesand the dispersionof
(5) are very cost effective since all the componentsare fabthe line causedby the lumped structure.The pulse paramricated with cheap and easily availablematerials.
etersobtainedwith the pulse generatorsalong with the calculatedvaluesusing the aboverelationsare given in TableI.
TABLE I. Pulse parameters of the w and ns pulses.

D. Salient features

The two pulsegeneratorsfabricatedhaveexcellent,reliable, and stablecharacteristics,like

Pulse
generator

(1) short fall times,
(2) flattop with minimum ringing,
(3) voltagesvariable from 0 to 25 kV that are limited by the
power supply usedin the presentwork,

Microsecond
(Pus)

Nanosecond
(ns)

Line
impedance
Zo=R,/2

Calculated
Experimental
Calculated
Experimental

208
22.5
146

1.50

R

Pulse
width

Pulse rise
time

T,w

*a w

I.87
1.6

0.73
1.00

0.163
0.15

0.064
0.05
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Sample

Nitrobenzene
8(10-‘5 m/v2)

Benzoylchloride
B(lo-‘5 m/V2)

3500
3552”

2230
2260a

Experimental
Reported

MBBA at TN,
B(lo-‘5 nl/vZ) 7(1o-6 s)
9400
9700a

samples used for standardization
in our studiesare
of spectroscopicgrade and were also distilled well before
use.The liquid crystal samplewas obtainedfrom Aldrich and
has been usedwithout further purification.
The microsecondpulse can be used in the caseof macromolecules where the relaxation times are much greater
than the electrical pulse fall time. The pulse parameterscan
be changed,according to the requirementof the sample under investigation, just by varying the number and values of
the inductors (L) and capcitors (C) used. Similarly the pulse
shapecould also be varied as neededby altering the geometry in which L and C are connected.
The liquid

TABLE II. Kerr constant (B) and Kerr relaxation times (7).

1.05
>O.gb

‘Reference 16.
‘Reference 17.

IV. RESULTS

Initially the high voltage square pulses obtained from
thesetwo pulse generatorsare usedto estimatethe Kerr constants(B) of nitrobenzeneandbenzoylchlorideto standardize
the entire electro-optical setup and the results along with the
previously reportedvaluesI are presentedin Table Il.
The electro-optic Kerr relaxation time and the Kerr constant for a nematic liquid crystal MBBA hasbeendetermined
at its phasetransition temperature(43.5 “C), using both the
pulse generators.The relaxation times obtained experimentally, using the nanosecondand the microsecondpulse generators are 1.05 and 0.8 ,LLS,
respectively. Earlier the optical
Kerr relaxation time for MBBA at its phasetransition temperature TN1had beenreported17*’
as greaterthan 0.8 and 0.5
,us, respectively. Here the authors have used a 10 ns
Q-switched ruby laser pulse (X=6943 A) and a 50 ns
Q-switched Nd-YAG laser pulse (X=1064 A), respectively.
The electro-optic Kerr relaxation time obtained with our
nanosecondpulse generatoris found to be closer to the value
(>0.8 w) obtained in the optical Kerr relaxation time measurementsreported earlier.17Kerr relaxation has also been
observed in MBBA with the microsecond pulse generator.
But the result obtainedwith the nanosecondpulse generator
is found to be more accurate and reliable since the Kerr
relaxation time in MBBA is much greaterthan the pulse fall
time (45 ns) comparedto the pulse fall time (1 ,us) of the
microsecondpulsegenerator.The values of the Kerr constant
and the relaxation time in MBBA are included in Table Il.
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